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Abstract
In recent years, both linguistic resources and computer-based tools have been developed that make it possible to
investigate research questions that have not been studied before. In this study, we conduct a study of nonmanual
question marking, using data from the Balinese Homesign Corpus – a unique resource documenting language use in
several Balinese homesigners. We further demonstrate how using OpenFace, a Computer-Vision solution, allows for
quantitative analysis of head tilts used by these signers in marking questions. We also showcase a pilot statistical
analysis of the dynamic kinetic contours of the head movements.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, both linguistic resources and
computer-based tools have been developed that
make it possible to investigate research questions
that have not been studied before. In this study, we
illustrate such a linguistic resource, namely the Ba-
linese Homesign Corpus, containing unique data
of several homesigners in conversations with their
family members and other signers. This data set al-
lows investigating nonmanual marking of questions
in this special population, that is, deaf individuals
who grew up without access to an already existing
signed language. As we will discuss below, the
homesigners are not in contact with each other, so
their homesign systems are potentially completely
distinct. At the same time, they co-create their
homesign systems with their hearing family mem-
bers, who are representatives of the local hearing
community. Therefore, it is possible that the home-
sign systems will partially converge, also in the
domain of question marking, due to the influence
of the gestures of the hearing non-signers.

In addition, in this paper we explore the use
of one of the relatively novel tools from the Com-
puter Vision domain, namely OpenFace (Baltru-
saitis et al., 2018). This tool allows identification
and tracking of the head and the facial features,
including measurements of the rotation of the head.
Since, as we show, head pitch (up and down move-
ment) are important markers of questions in our
data set, we use the tool to measure pitch and
correlate it with specific question types across the
different signers in the corpus.

Finally, using a subset of the data, we show
how OpenFace measurements can potentially be
used to study dynamic kinematic properties of head

movements in more detail, using various smoothing
techniques. While this type of analysis will require
extensive follow-up research, we demonstrate the
promise that it has.

1.1. Question Marking in Sign Languages

Question marking has been studied for many sign
languages (Zeshan, 2004; Cecchetto, 2012). Al-
most universally, nonmanual markers are employed
in marking questions of different types, especially
for polar questions (ibid.). For content questions,
in many sign languages question words are used,
often also accompanied by nonmanual markers.
Quite strikingly, in a majority of sign languages,
polar questions are accompanied by raised eye-
brows, while content questions have more diverse
patterns of marking. In addition, many studies re-
port different types of head tilts marking for ques-
tions (Cecchetto, 2012). In her thesis about an
emerging sign language in Brazil, Fusellier-Souza
(2004, 304) specifically categorizes eyebrow raises
and head tilts as modality-specific traits that func-
tion as non-manual features of question marking,
in addition to expressing doubts and uncertainty,
across sign languages. Very little is known about
question marking in homesigners, with the excep-
tion of a case study on David, a child homesigner
from the US, who has been reported to only use a
manual flip gesture to mark wh-questions (Franklin
et al., 2011). Based on the existing research, we
thus decided to focus specifically on potential non-
manual markers in the homesign data described
below.
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1.2. Homesigners
Homesign is a visual-gestural communication sys-
tem that is co-created by a deaf person who does
not have full access to a conventionalized language
and the attentive interlocutors in their proximity
(De Vos, 2023). Observing homesign systems al-
lows for an opportunity to view aspects of emerg-
ing linguistic systems that can provide insights into
human language development. Each homesign
system can have unique features, as with more
conventionalized languages, but there are some
elements that have been considered resilient prop-
erties of language (Brentari and Goldin-Meadow,
2017). What classifies these features as resilient
is that they show up across different home sign
systems, which all lack a distinct input from a preex-
isting language model. However, the form in which
the functional feature may present itself can vary
from one homesign system to another. This paper
seeks to explore the forms that different homesign-
ers, who are not in contact with each other but
come from the same cultural background, use to
mark question types with nonmanual markers typ-
ically found across sign languages. In particular,
we observe the use of upward and downward head
tilts across question types in conversational data
between homesigners and their interlocutors.

1.3. Computer Vision Analysis of
Nonmanuals

An important goal of this study is to test the applica-
bility of Computer Vision tools to linguistic analysis
of nonmanuals. In recent years, due to success of
the Deep Learning approach to Computer Vision,
several toolkits for detecting and tracking body land-
makrs in video recording have appeared, including
OpenPose (Cao et al., 2018) and MediaPipe (Lu-
garesi et al., 2019). Some of the tools also include
automatic 3D reconstruction from 2D video record-
ings, and tracking head rotation, such as OpenFace
(Baltrusaitis et al., 2018), which we use here for
this reason.

First studies using Computer Vision tools to ana-
lyze sign languages have appeared over 10 years
ago (Metaxas et al., 2012; Karppa et al., 2014).
However, due to the relative user-friendliness of
the new tools and their increased reliability and
efficiency, in recent years, a large number of pub-
lications applying them to sign language and ges-
ture data has appeared (see for example Östling
et al. 2018; Trujillo et al. 2019; Fragkiadakis 2022;
Börstell 2023), also for analyzing nonmanual mark-
ers (Kimmelman et al., 2020; Chizhikova and Kim-
melman, 2022). While the use of these tools for
sign language analysis is very promising, extensive
testing and calibration of these tools is required
(Kuznetsova et al., 2021); at this stage, it is neces-

sary to combine these tools with manual annota-
tions, as we do in the current study.

2. Methodology

2.1. The data
This data set consists of 5 videos from the Bali-
nese Homesign Corpus. The videos contained
recordings of 11 people who had experience using
a homesign system. The participants were 5 prelin-
gually deaf homesigners, who do not have input
from an adult sign language model, 5 hearing inter-
locutors and 1 deaf interlocutor with knowledge of
a conventionalized sign language (Indonesian Sign
Language (BISINDO)). All homesigners and their
interlocutors in our data set come from the Bule-
leng regency in Northern Bali, Indonesia. Due to
their regional proximity, the homesigners and their
interlocutors have a similar cultural background ,
which includes shared knowledge of locations, rit-
uals, and traditional family systems among other
norms. Having a common culture also gives these
homesigners access to the gestural repertoire af-
filiated with the larger local community of hearing
speakers of Balinese. The data was collected by
a team of hearing and deaf research assistants in
Bali. Each conversation was filmed with two Canon
HF G50 cameras and conversations lasted from
10-50 minutes. This resulted in a total of 02:24:45
worth of video footage.

Figure 1: Homesigner HS01 (right) asking a polar
question, in conversation with her mother.

Most of the deaf homesigners were filmed hav-
ing a conversation with a hearing relative, such as
their mother, sister, or sister-in-law, with one hav-
ing two hearing relatives present (see Figure 1 for
an illustration). One deaf homesigner was filmed
signing with another deaf person, a man from a
neighbouring village who he was not related to, but
had met several times previously. This deaf man
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attended deaf school for a number of years, where
he acquired BISINDO. Thus, all deaf homesign-
ers without long-term formal schooling interacted
with an interlocutor who knew a conventionalized
language in addition to using homesign. However,
participants differed in terms of their ages (27-53),
professions, and marital statuses, which influenced
conversation topics. For more detailed information,
please see Safar and De Vos (2022), who used the
same data set.

2.2. Annotation

The videos were annotated in ELAN 6.7 (Crasborn
and Sloetjes, 2008). Previous annotations done
by Safar and De Vos (2022) provided an English
translation tier that acted as a baseline to pinpoint
questions in the video data set. Expanding upon
the original files from Safar and De Vos (2022),
a tier was added to mark where questions came
up in the interactions of homesigners. On this tier,
question types were then marked as being 1 of
4 types: ‘polar,’ ‘open,’ ‘content,’ or ‘huh’. While
‘huh’ is not necessarily a question in and of itself,
it proved to have a fairly consistent form across
homesigners and provided a similar function to an
open question by prompting the interlocutor to give
more information. The category of ‘content’ ques-
tion was used when a manual sign (question word)
was used, while ‘open’ question do not contain a
manual question word, but instead a gap in place
of one of the constituents, and presuppose the an-
swer to fill in this gap.

After marking the question types, the ‘NMM-
annotation-template.etf’ template created by
Oomen et al. (2023) was imported into the original
ELAN files to allow for the consistent annotation
of nonmanual markers across homesigners.
Following Oomen et al. (2023) , the nonmanual
markers in each question were annotated, with
special attention given to head position and
eyebrows. In particular, up and down head
movements were marked on the ‘NMM.head-y’ tier
and more rapid movements were marked as nods
on the ‘NMM.head-move’ tier. Raised, neutral
and lowered eyebrow movements were also then
marked on the ‘NMM.eyebrows’ tier. In order to
explore the nonmanual markers of these signers
as individuals, separate files were made for each
signer in the data set, except for a ‘third participant’
in one video that did not actively participate in the
conversation.

All the new annotations for this study were cre-
ated by one of the authors, AP. Another author,
VK, reviewed the annotations, and AP and VK dis-
cussed all the instances of disagreement.

2.3. Computer Vision Processing
We extracted the clips containing up and
down head movements based on the anno-
tation on the ‘NMM.head-y’ tier, using the
split_elan_videos script (Börstell, 2022).
Because the video recording contained two or
three signers simultaneously, we cropped the clips
to have only one signer in one clip with ffmpeg,
(Tomar, 2006). The details can be found in the
RMarkdown document in the repository linked
below.

The clips were then analyzed in OpenFace (Bal-
trusaitis et al., 2018). OpenFace is a toolkit for
face landmark detection, head pose estimation,
and facial action unit recognition. Most relevant
for this project is that OpenFace measures per
frame head rotation along three axes (pitch, roll,
and yaw) in radians. Up and down head movement
is essentially pitch rotation, labeled as pose_Rx in
OpenFace. We use the pose_Rx to measure head
movements.1 OpenFace also estimates confidence
of the measurement (once per frame), and so we
filter out the data points with confidence below 0.9.

2.4. Statistical Analysis
The full documentation of the statistical analysis
and the data files used for the analysis can be found
in this repository: https://osf.io/5d7wu/.

2.4.1. Analyzing the Annotations

As the first step, we graphically explore the rela-
tions between question type and the nonmanual
markers (eyebrow movements, head movements,
head pitch), both overall and for individual signers.
We also compare the deaf signers to their hear-
ing interlocutors. The analysis was conducted in
R (R Core Team, 2022) with RStudio (Posit team,
2024), using tidyverse (Wickham et al., 2019)
and ggplot2 (Wickham and Chang, 2016).

2.4.2. Analyzing OpenFace Outputs

We used OpenFace to extract measurements of
head pitch (pose_Rx). First, we investigated the
relation between our annotations for head move-
ment and the measures outputted by OpenFace in
order to see whether they generally agree. After
establishing that this is indeed the case, we inves-
tigated the relation between the OpenFace pitch

1OpenFace also tracks the eyebrows and even auto-
matically detects eyebrow raise. However, as previous
research has shown, these measures are very unreliable
in the presence of head tilts (Kuznetsova et al., 2021).
We have also tested them with this data set and came
to the same conclusion: eyebrow measures from Open-
Face cannot be used for linguistic analysis, at least not
for question marking.
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measurements and our question type annotations.
We used the same tools as above, with addition of
the lme4 package (Bates et al., 2015) for mixed
effect regression.

2.4.3. Analyzing Specific Dynamic
Movements

The head movements (both up and down) are dy-
namic movements, and our long-term goal is to
investigate them as such, and not as average mea-
sures per movement as in the previous section. In
order to start developing this approach, we have
selected 24 up and down movements produced by
HS01 and investigated them further.

The observations collected by the variable
pose_Rx represent a continuous movement, but
are of discrete nature. In addition, one has to as-
sume that the recorded movements contain a cer-
tain amount of noise from the recording process.
Last and maybe most importantly, head movements
do not always follow a precise identical patterns,
but may overlap with smaller movements which are
– in principle – negligible.

We therefore process the head movement obser-
vations with three different non-parametric statisti-
cal methods that permit to detect general patterns
in noisy data: locally estimated scatterplot smooth-
ing (LOESS), kernel regression, and splines using
the statistical software package R (R Core Team,
2021), version 4.05.

LOESS smoothing (Shyu and Cleveland, 1992) is
based on local polynomial regression. It is available
through the function loess, which uses polynomi-
als of degree two by default. Moreover, LOESS
requires input of the span parameter, which con-
trols the degree of smoothing. We determined this
parameter by 10-fold cross-validation with mean
absolute error as criterion.

The core of Kernel regression is the Nadaraya–
Watson estimate estimator (Watson, 1964;
Nadaraya, 1964), available in R within the np
package (Helwig, 2021). This estimator relies
on input of an optimal bandwidth parameter,
which determines the degree of smoothing. We
chose Kullback-Leibler cross-validation (Hurvich
et al., 1998) in the npregbw function for this task,
because the default least-squares cross-validation
turned out to be too wiggly.

A wide range of implementations exists for spline
regression. All have in common that the shape
of the resulting function mainly depends on the
number (and placement) of knots, and a smoothing
parameter. We considered i) the function ss from
the np package with the default generalized cross-
validation for choosing the smoothing parameter; ii)
the gam function with default settings from the gam
package (Hastie and Tibshirani, 1990; Chambers

and Hastie, 1992); iii) p-splines via the function gam
from the mgcv package.

3. Results

3.1. General findings

In total, we annotated 296 examples of questions
in the data. However, the data is very unbalanced.
First, 215 (73%) of the questions are polar ques-
tions. Second, different individuals produced dras-
tically different numbers of examples. In fact, all
but one examples of the huh? type were produced
by a single hearing participant, and most examples
of open questions were produced by another hear-
ing participant. It is therefore difficult to make any
generalization based on this data. However, it is
important to remember that the individuals in the
data set do not represent a population of users of a
single language. Instead, each homesigner (possi-
bly with their hearing family members) represents
a completely unique system. If we discover some
general tendency despite the skewed data sample
and despite the potential differences between the
homesign systems, it is even more surprising.

3.2. Annotation-Based Analysis

We explore the patterns of nonmanual marking
by plotting the annotations for eyebrow movement,
head movement and head pitch in relation to the
type of question they overlap with.

In Figure 2 we can see the eyebrow movement
patterns across the question types and the different
signers.2 It is clear that there is great variation be-
tween the signers. Focusing on the signers with the
most data, HS01 deaf signer raised her eyebrows
consistently for both polar and content questions;
HS10’s hearing conversational partner raised the
eyebrows in open and content questions, but less
frequently so for polar questions, and the HS17’s
deaf conversational partner (Deafb on the Figure)
basically did not raise his eyebrows at all. One
general pattern that emerges from these signers is
that eyebrow marking is more varied for the polar
questions than for the other types.

In Figure 3 we can see that again, there is a lot of
variation between the signers, but something that
is noticeable is that almost all the signers use head
nods for polar questions, and less so for the other

2On this and the following Figures, the codes for indi-
vidual signers consist of two parts. The first part refers
to the conversation code in the corpus; the second part
specifies whether the signer was deaf or hearing, with
additional letters distinguishing the two deaf signers in
one of the conversations.



Figure 2: Eyebrow movements across question types, for each individual signer.

Figure 3: Head movements across question types, for each individual signer. Most relevant colors: brown:
nods, pink: no movement, purple: headshake.

types.3 One deaf signer (HS17) uses some head-
shakes in polar questions, which is explained by the
fact that these are questions containing negation.

Finally, in Figure 4, despite the variation, we
can see an interesting pattern emerging: the up
movement is almost never used for polar questions
(which use a lot of pitch down, or no pitch), but
very dominantly for the other types. This is even
more clear when the data is aggregated for all the
signers in Figure 5.

In addition, we have explored whether there is
a relation between the markers used by the deaf
vs. hearing signers. Overall, we do not find clear dif-
ferences. One noticeable difference is that, propor-

3For the clarification of the other less frequent labels,
see Oomen et al. (2023)

tionally, the deaf signers had more neutral brow po-
sitions in polar questions and produced less down
movements, but this is mostly driven by a single
signer, as can be seen in Figure 4.

3.3. Computer-Vision-Based Analysis

After extracting the pose_Rx (pitch) measurements
with OpenFace, as the first step we analyzed the
relation between our annotated categories for pitch
(up vs. down vs. neutral labels). The results are
visualized in Figure 6.

Thus, as expected, the cases which we anno-
tated as head pitched up have a higher average
measurement of pitch in OpenFace than the cases
annotated as pitch down, and the neutral cases are



Figure 4: Head pitch across question types, for each individual signer.

Figure 5: Head pitch across question types, aggre-
gated.

in the middle.
For a more insightful analysis, we also visual-

ize the relation between our annotations for ques-
tion types, and the overlapping measurements of
pitch_Rx from OpenFace. This is represented in
Figure 7.

It is clear that what we find based on our manual
annotation is also very visible based on the Open-
Face measurements: polar questions on average
have a much lower head pitch (the head is moved
down), while the other types have a higher pitch.
The differences between polar vs. open and polar
vs. content are highly significant (polar vs. open es-
timated difference 0.4 rad, p < 0.001, polar vs. con-
tent estimated difference 0.32 rad, p < 0.001), while
the difference between polar and huh? is not sig-
nificant (most likely because almost all instances
of huh? are produced by a single signer).

Importantly, the same pattern is visible for the
individual signers, modulo the fact that not all of

Figure 6: Relation between pose_Rx and manual
annotations for head movement (pitch), aggregated
over all the signers. Points beyond the ±2SD re-
moved for visualization purposes.

them have all the question types present.
Thus, the measurements of head pitch from

OpenFace produce results agreeing with our obser-
vations: polar questions are consistently marked
by head down, while the other types of questions
are marked with the opposite head movement.

3.4. Head Movements as Dynamic
Patterns

We selected four typical head movements of vary-
ing duration to illustrate the performance of the
three smoothing approaches described in Sec-
tion 2.4.3. Figure 8 illustrates these four move-
ments: the two top panels show a simple upward



Figure 7: Relation between pose_Rx and manual
annotations for type of question, aggregated over
all the signers. Points beyond the ±2SD removed
for visualization purposes.

and downward nod, respectively. The two bottom
panels present two slightly more complex move-
ments consisting of a double and a multiple nods,
respectively. For the simple movements, no large
differences are visible between the smoothing meth-
ods. Splines obtained from the gam package ex-
hibit the highest degrees of smoothing, while those
resulting from the npreg adapt very (too) closely to
the observations. Between these two cases lie the
remaining methods, which visually do not differ sub-
stantially from each other. The more complex cases
in the lower panel paint a more distinct picture: the
splines from the gam and mgcv package do not
capture the extent of the movement dynamics suffi-
ciently, in particular for multiple tilt example. This
example also illustrates a slight over-smoothing of
the LOESS method. However, kernel regression
and splines from the npreg package reproduce the
movement dynamics well, where the latter again
provides the highest fit to the observations.

4. Discussion

In this study, we aimed to investigate nonmanual
marking of questions produced by Balinese home-
signers and their family members in free conversa-
tion. We had three main goals: to provide a first
description of such marking with attention to varia-
tion and similarities between the different signers,
to test and explore using OpenFace as a tool to
measure head movements in this type of data, and
to start exploring analyzing head movements as
dynamic patterns using these measurements.

Concerning the first goal, we found a rather inter-

esting pattern. The signers, while not representing
a single language, show some degree of conver-
gence on the nonmanual strategies in marking dif-
ferent question types. The eyebrow movements
show the most diversity between the signers. This
is surprising given the prevalence of eyebrow raise
used for polar question marking across different
sign languages (Zeshan, 2004). However, the head
movements, especially analyzed in terms of head
pitch direction (up vs. down) show a surprisingly
strong pattern which is similar between all the sign-
ers. Specifically, all the signers (both deaf and
hearing) mark polar questions with downward pitch,
while the other types are more characterized by up-
ward pitch.

The most natural explanation that can be offered
for this pattern is that head pitch is used for question
marking in similar ways by the surrounding hearing
community. This would naturally lead to the hear-
ing family members using these nonmanuals also
when signing with their deaf homesigner relatives.
It is possible to hypothesize that, for the deaf home-
signers and their relatives, the nonmanuals might
undergo regularization and become partially oblig-
atory due to their importance in communication.
Note that it is clear that head tilt is not universally
in other hearing communities, see for example Sze
(2022) comparing head tilts in Cantonese speak-
ers with Hong Kong Sign Language signers. So,
further research on the nonmanual marking of ques-
tions among the surrounding hearing community is
required to test this hypothesis.

As for the second goal, it turns out that using
OpenFace for analyzing head pitch works very
well, at least when averaging the pitch for indi-
vidual instances of nods/tilts. The measurements
agree with our pitch annotations, and there is a
strong relation between our annotation for ques-
tion type and the pitch measurements. Thus, we
see an agreement between the manual annotation
method and the Computer-Vision based method.
Neither method can be considered fully reliable or
the ground truth, but it can be a useful methodolog-
ical improvement to compare and complement the
two methods.

When inferring movement dynamics, we ob-
served quite different degrees of smoothing by the
various considered methods (see Figure 8). Hereby
it should be noted that we mainly relied on default
settings of the respective R packages, particularly
for the spline regressions. The results suggest that
the default number of knots is set too low in both
the gam and the mgcv package, and potentially too
high in the npreg package. In a couple of addi-
tional experiments (not shown) we investigated the
effects of modifying various settings in the different
packages. It turned out that the spline type has
very little effect in our examples, whereas – as to
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Figure 8: Typical head tilts / movements with inferred dynamics. The x- and y-axis show the frame and
head tilt angle, respectively. The y-axis is mirrored for better interpretabilty. Black dots correspond to
the observations, and lines result from fitted models (red: Loess, blue: kernel regression, green: spline
regressions).

be expected – the knot number strongly affects the
degree of smoothing. Hence, it remains to be in-
vestigated whether the performance of the spline
regressions can be improved by e.g. optimizing the
number of knots through cross-validation or model
selection techniques. Furthermore, Kernel regres-
sion seems to satisfactorily capture the dynamics
in all examples. Last, the cross-validation criteria
of LOESS may also be improved, which could help
to better describe the most dynamic movements.

Aside from these rather technical aspects, it also
remains to investigate how the inferred movement
dynamics should be post-processed. Analysis of
the inferred curves from Figure 8 should be rela-
tively straightforward by measures such as number
of extreme points, duration of movements, or dis-
tances between extreme points, to name only a
few. Challenges appear, however, from less clear
sequences of movements such as displayed in Fig-
ure 9. This downward nod between approximately
Frame 15 and Frame 35 constitutes the main dy-
namics of these observations. Problematic are
several additional extreme points (Frames 13, 37,
47), which complicate the processing of such a se-
quence. Either these extremes are not real move-
ments, or they are, but they should not be classified
as nods in the linguistic sense. The development
and testing of suitable methods constitute topics of

ongoing research.
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Figure 9: A more complex head tilt / movement
with inferred dynamics. The x- and y-axis show the
frame and head tilt angle, respectively. The y-axis
is mirrored for better interpretability. Black dots cor-
respond to the observations, and lines result from
fitted models (red: Loess, blue: kernel regression,
green: spline regressions).
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